
3.0 MAIN COMPONENTS OF A POWER CABLE 

A power cable consist of several components some of them, which may present or not 
present as the requirement demands. The conductor and the insulation are the most 
basic components can be seen in any power cable. As the voltage increases other 
components are added to handle higher electrical stress. 

3.1 Conductor 

Insulation 

Sheath/Screen 

Figure 3. 1- Cross section of a single core metal sheathed, wire 
armoured power cable 

The main function of the conductor is to provide the medium for carrying the current 
to the required destination. Most commonly used materials are copper and aluminium. 
Conductors may be solid or stranded. Stranded conductors can also be compressed or 
compacted to achieve desired flexibility, diameter and load current density. The 
selection of conductor depends on ampacity, voltage, physical properties.,.flexibility, 
shape and economics. The shape can be round, D shaped (for two cores cables), sector 
or oval. 

3.2 Insulation 

The insulation is also known as dielectric. There are much different insulation used in 
electric power cables. The insulation must provide adequate physical and electrical 
properties between the energized conductor and the nearest electrical ground to 
prevent electrical breakdown. Insulations are classified as thermoplastic or thermoset. 
Thermoplastic materials lose their form upon heating while thermoset materials can 
maintain their form in spite of heat. Most commonly used materials are PVC, PE 
(Thermoplastic), EPR and XLPE (thermoset). 

For low voltage cables (600 V and below) the insulation thickness required to provide 
the necessary physical protection against damage is more adequate to provide the 
necessary dielectric strength. Above 600 V, thickness is primarily determined by the 
dielectric strength that is needed. As go on to the medium voltage range, just putting 
more insulation may not be enough. Higher electrical stresses may demand shielding. 
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3.2.1 Insulating Materials 

The use of PVC provided cables of excellent quality, which were clean and much 
easier to handle. Being little affected by moisture they do not require a metal sheath 
and this also simplifies jointing. PVC cables need adequate protection against 
O\erload due to its tendency of softening at raised temperatures as a result of its 
thermoplastic nature. IEC specifications covers designs of PVC cables up to 20 kV 
but with a few exceptions the amount of cable used above 3.3kV has been relatively 
!'.mall. For PVC cables maximum permissible continuous current rating temperature is 
.., oc. 

t 1like PVC, the XLPE (thermoset) has the ability to withstand much higher 
lL nperatures without deformation due to mechanical pressure. The better physical 
pr )perties of XLPE enable the insulation thickness to be reduced and hence also the 
o, era II size of the cable. The continuous current rating temperature is increased from 
7 °c to 90 °c. But XLPE cables have not yet taken over much of PVC market, largely 
because they have been slightly more costly. 

-3.3 Metallic Sheath/Screen 

Sl.ielding also referred to as screening, of medium and high voltage power cables 
uses stress control layers to achieve symmetrical dielectric fields within the cable 
structure. For some voltage levels, shielding may be applied over the conductor and 
the insulation. This results in the confining of all the voltage gradients to within the 
cable structure. 

3.3.1 Conductor Shield 

The conductor shield is normally a thin semi-conducting layer applied over the 
C• nductor to shield out the surface irregulaties of the conductor. 

3 1.2 Insulation Shield 

T!1is consists of two parts as auxiliary shield and the primary shield. The auxiliary 
shield is usually a semi conducting non-metallic layer, applied over the dielectric 
c rcumference. The primary shield is a metallic shield (wire or tape) over the 
c ircumference of the auxiliary shield. It must be capable of conducting the summation 
ol leakage currents to the nearest ground with an acceptable voltage drop. 

'I he metallic screen or sheath applied over the insulation is usually grounded at single 
or multiple points. And the grounding makes the voltage outside the insulation at 
gr•)und. Copper tapes are commonly used as metallic screens. Lead and aluminum are 
th~ most commonly used materials for sheaths. The metallic sheath also acts as a 
llh)isture barrier and it protects the cores from possible mechanical damage. Sheath 
fo •1nation can be concentric or corrugated. 

3.4 Bedding 

lhe bedding acts as a filler between the sheath and the armour. This provides a robust 
c, nstruction for the cable and mostly preferred for cables buried in ground. Most 
c· mmonly used materials are PVC, PE, and compounded jute and fibrous material. 
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3.5 Armour 

Armouring is primarily used to protect the cable mechanically and add strength to the 
cable. Hazards to cable include penetration by sharp objects, crushing forces etc. 
Armour can be a metallic tapes or metallic wires. Steel is the most commonly used 
material. 

3.6 Outer Serving (Jacket) 

This is usually a plastic cover and provides mechanical, thermal, chemical and 
environment protection to the cable. It does not perform any electrical function. 

The distinction between jackets, sheaths, shields and armouring are sometimes 
obscure. For example an overall welded metal covering usually referred as a sheath, 
may act as armour and a shield. It is performing as a jacket; it keeps out the other 
contaminants. The covering could be act as armour because it provides mechanical 
protection to the insulated conductors. It also performs the function of a shield 
because it may carry short circuit return currents, help eliminate electrical interference 
problems or shield the cable from damage caused by lightning strikes. 
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Figure 3.2- Copper tape shielded 
power cable 
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Figure 3.3- Aluminum sheathed cable 


